"...I was not a terrorist. I never was a terrorist. And the idea that the Weather Underground carried out terrorism is nonsense. We never killed or hurt a person. We never intended to."


"But the fact is that throughout its entire time of activities, Weathermen did not hurt a single citizen... Weathermen also specifically aimed to engage in activities that did not result in the hurting of any individuals. For instance, they specifically targeted government buildings at night to avoid killing citizens. In addition, the consequences of Weathermen's actions led to the destruction of a lot of property and no human life, ever."

- **Sam Sedaei**, Civil Resistance Trainer, Executive Producer, International Affairs Contributor. October 10, 2008 10:26 AM. The Huffington Post. Title: "Calling Bill Ayers a 'Terrorist' Doesn't Make Him So."
WUO "Pine Street Bomb Factory"

San Francisco, California. He stated that during April, 1970, one CLINTON EVERETT WILLARD rented the apartment for a year period ending March, 1971. At the time he claimed to be employed by Mr. EZRA HENDON, an attorney in Berkeley, California. When the FBI arrived at the building in mid-April, 1971, he discovered the apartment apparently abandoned. On inspection he discovered bombing paraphernalia which led him to contact the FBI.

Reviewed photographs of various WUO members and identified photographs on California drivers licenses in the names CLINTON EVERETT WILLARD and ROBERT PEARSON WHITE as being identical to the man who rented the apartment. (Both the WILLARD and WHITE drivers licenses had come to the attention of the FBI in previous investigation insofar as both individuals in whose names these licenses were issued died as infants.) Also identified a photograph of WUO member CLAYTON VAN LEEUWEN as being identical to the older man who helped to move "WILLARD" into the apartment. (On May 20, 1971 Kent State University, Kent, Ohio, was shown the WILLARD and WHITE drivers licenses and advised that both bore the photograph of MARK JOSEPH REAL, whom he knew to have been the WUO leader in the Kent area in late 1969.)

Inspection of the apartment yielded an amount of explosives and bomb making paraphernalia. Fingerprints were subsequently lifted from articles in the apartment by Special Agents of the FBI. Fingerprints of the following WUO members were found in this apartment:

KAREN LYNN ASHLEY
WILLIAM CHARLES AYERS
KATHIE BOUDIN
PETER WALES CLAPP
JOHN WILLARD DAVIS
DAVID JOSEPH GILBERT
NAOMI ESTHER JAFFE
MICHAEL THOMAS JUSTESEN

HOWARD NORTON MACHTINGER
JULIE NICHAMIN
JEFFREY DAVID POWELL
SHELDON ROSENBAUM
MARK WILLIAM RUDD
MICHAEL LOUIS SPIEGEL
LAWRENCE MICHAEL WEISS
CATHLYN PLATT WILKERSOO
LARGE BLOCK OF C-4 EXPLOSIVE FOUND IN FOOTLOCKER
MANUFACTURED STABBING WI
BEING MADE IN APARTME
(knitting needles filed down & epoxyed
of ball point pens)
LATEX GLOVES WITH EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE ON THEM
BOMB MAKING SUPPLIES FOUND IN APARTMENT
$100,000 REWARD
Homicide Victim

Sergeant Brian Valentine McDonnell

The Office of the Mayor has authorized a $100,000.00 reward for information leading to the arrest and successful prosecution of the suspect(s) responsible for the murder of San Francisco Police Sergeant Brian Valentine McDonnell.

On Monday, February 16, 1970, at approximately 10:44 P.M., San Francisco Police Sergeant Brian McDonnell was murdered while standing in the business office of Golden Gate Park Police Station. Sergeant McDonnell's injuries were caused by the explosion of a bomb placed near a station window.

Anyone with information or questions is urged to contact SFPD Inspector Joseph Engler or Inspector Jeffrey Clark of the Phoenix Task Force at (415) 558-2593. Person(s) wishing to remain anonymous may call the SFPD Tip Line at (415) 575-4444.

Incident Number: 70-733258